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The purpose of this study was to present a global vision of winter sports resorts on 

the French side of the Pyrenean massif and in particular to identify possible 

perspectives of evolution of these resorts in the next ten years.  

From a background on two opposite approaches to answer the future of resorts (one 

based on a pure economical logic considers resort as an enterprise, and the other one 

based on territory development considers resort as a system), this study examines the 

global context of winter sports resorts development in Europe and in France.  

In order to understand the particular context of Pyrenean resorts, an analysis of the 

current situation of French Pyrenean resorts tries to emphasize their characteristics 

(mostly physical characteristics and welcome tourists abilities) and their 

organisational structure. The status of ski lift operator is considered here as a 

departure point to analyse the organisational structure of resorts, considered as 

crucial to achieve success. Furthermore, it have been analysed and compared to 

community and corporate models.  

Findings show that Pyrenean resorts have a dominant type of organisational 

structure: the public ski lift operators. The evolution is nevertheless going very 

slowly toward private and mixed operators. Besides, common characteristics have 

been sought in each category of public, private and mixed operators but do not allow 

to create a pertinent typology.  

A synthesis of both approaches (economical and territorial) is finally suggested by a 

presentation of three categories of resorts corresponding to three types of possible 

evolutions, and which take into account market positioning, and social and 

economical stakes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

With about seventy million skiers world wide, the skiing market represents a 

fundamental and integral contribution to the economical and social life of many 

mountainous regions, especially in Europe where almost 50% of these skiers are 

located. This market nevertheless deals with different difficulties and problems and 

have to face, for a few years a huge crisis, particularly with demand stagnation and 

structural changes in the supply. 

 

In France and moreover in Europe, it is admitted that Pyrenean massif have a weak 

economical weight in the ski market regarding to the Alps. In addition, the situation 

of winter sports resorts in the Pyrenees does not seem very bright. Indeed, many 

resorts are facing important financial difficulties which imply much assistance and 

intervention at national and local levels. What could be the future of these resorts? 

How could they evolve in the next ten years? However, their future wonders not only 

mere accountant problems but also territory and local development issues. Concerned 

issues will lead us to the significance of the choice of organisational structure of 

management within a resort, which is considered to be a crucial to achieve success 

and to the opposition of two organisational models (corporate and community). 

 

Besides, very few evaluative studies exist on Pyrenean winter sports resorts 

throughout the whole dimension of the massif. The general objective of this study is 

thus to present a global vision of winter sports resorts on the French side of the 

Pyrenean massif and in particular to identify possible perspectives of evolution of 

these resorts within the next ten years. In this objective, two major approaches will 

be discussed: the ‘market economy’ (centred on profitability), and the ‘local 

development’ (centred on territory development). Besides, the organisational 

structure of resorts management will be examined. An analysis of current 

management structures and of challenges which will be faced by the resorts had thus 

appeared very exciting in order to evolve and to survive in this changing 

environment.  
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The choice of this subject was the result of personal interests in winter sports (as 

leisure and profession) and in mountain areas (previous works and studies related to 

the subject of winter sports resorts). Moreover, mountain areas could be the context 

of future professional opportunities.  

 

The development of Pyrenean winter sports resorts will be interpreted by analysing 

the situation at global level and, after exposing  the methodology used to reach the 

aims, at local level. The global level include an understanding of the general context 

of ski market (concept of winter sports resort, macroscopic trends in Europe and 

France, challenges), whereas the local level include an analysis of the French 

Pyrenean winter sports resorts’ case (characteristics of resorts, analysis of 

organisational structure, discussion on the possible evolutions in the next ten years). 
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CHAPTER ONE: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

“WINTER SPORTS RESORTS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT” 

 

 

1.1. The concept of the winter sports resort 

Concepts and definitions related to winter sports resorts will be exposed in this first 

chapter. 

 

1.1.1.  Definition of a winter sports resort  

Throughout the literature review various names are given for what is essentially the 

same concept; e.g.: mountain resort, skiing factory, skiing resort (Croizé, 1986), 

winter sports destination (Flagestad and Hope, 2000), and ski resort (Rowe, 1999), 

etc. 

 

Different definitions can be chosen for a resort specialised in winter sports activities, 

depending on the point of view adopted. In our standpoint, the resort product can be 

seen from two perspectives: a global product, sold as a package (sports activity, 

accommodation, transport, etc.) or a resort as a whole (social organisation). 

 

When seeing the resort as a global product, the following definitions have been 

applied: 

 

The oldest definition found describes a ski resort as “a place juxtaposing several 

criteria linked with altitude, hotel capacity, information services, bathroom 

appliances, medical services, mountain rescue and sports teaching” (Perrin, 1970). 

This definition is complemented by AFIT1 (1996, p.150), who describes a resort as 

‘composed of whole accommodation sites linked with a common skiing domain’. 

 

                                                 
1 AFIT: Agence Française de l’Ingénierie Touristique, French agency for tourism engineering. 
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Even if the above definition has been accepted, we prefer the following because it 

focuses  more on tourist needs. 

 

According to Flagestad and Hope (2001, p.449), a winter sports destination may be 

defined as a ‘geographical, economic and social unit of all those firms, organisations, 

activities, areas and installations which are intended to serve the specific needs of 

winter sport tourists’. 

 

When seeing the resort as global product, the following definition of a resort can also 

be retained: it is a ‘territorial system of goods and leisure services linked to 

production and distribution’, that is to say an ‘organised spatial unit with 

accommodation and settlements (…) managed as a town’ (Vlès, 1996, p.21). 

 

1.1.2. Resort: system or enterprise? 

The future of winter sports resorts can be seen from two different points of view, 

these are: the ‘enterprise-resort’ concept, primarily oriented to the global market 

(considered in this study as ‘market economy’ approach, i.e. centred only on 

profitability), and the ‘spatial development’ concept, oriented more to the local 

economical system (considered here as ‘local development’ approach ). 

 

Two ideas and views of the resort are opposed in the literature: resorts are seen either 

as a system (Macé, 1996, Perret, 1994, Clary, 1993, Mouriquand, 1988, etc.) or as an 

enterprise (Keller, 2002, Best, 1997, Hoerner, 1996, Gerbeaux and Moreau, 1996, 

Guibert, 1992, etc.). This chapter will examine different and opposed ideas on the 

development of a resort - which could also be applied to cases other than winter 

sports resorts. Indeed, on the one hand, a resort considered as a system could be run 

within the framework of the local development approach and the notion of territory 

(Servoin, 2001, Vlès, 1996, Perret, 1994). On the other hand, the resort considered as 

an enterprise leans towards an economic and capitalistic analysis (Keller, 2002, 

Flagestad, 2002, Hudson, 2002, Flagestad and Hope, 2001). 
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1.1.2.1. The resort as a system within the local development approach 

To begin with, a resort can be considered as a system, as clarified by the ‘corpus 

station’ concept. In this perspective, a resort must integrate and resolve two types of 

logic : that of a local council (for its inhabitants) and that of an enterprise (for its 

customers). The resort can be seen as a complex and original system (Monbrison-

Fouchère, 1996, Macé, 1996), in which several actors can be found, (public or 

private) with diverse motivations and strategies. It is an ‘interactive and 

interdependent world’ in which different kinds of logic must be balanced 

(entrepreneurial and public services). In this manner a resort is ‘a system with a 

economic finality, with the specificity of being at the same time a production system, 

a distribution system and a consumption system’ (Monbrison-Fouchère, 1996, p.9). 

 

This vision does not allow the resort to be seen as an enterprise because it is not as 

well organised and cannot be responsible for the goods and services offered by the 

resort. Moreover, the profitability of tourist investments in a local council cannot be 

compared to that of an enterprise due to the involvement of the municipality in 

structural equipment2 - which has a fundamental role in local economy (Macé, 1996). 

  

It becomes difficult to understand the system and the role of each stakeholder in the 

system because each resort has its own solutions according to its’ general context 

(size and sociological structure, type and influence of economic actors, etc.). The 

most important standpoint must therefore be that proposed by Monbrison-Fouchère, 

(1996): The coherence and the continuity of services given to the clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 It deals here with the ski lifts settlements. 
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1.1.2.2. The resort as an enterprise within the ‘market economy’ approach 

A resort can also be considered as an enterprise due to its’ inherent characteristics. 

Indeed, they have been described as ‘tourist poles with infrastructures (…) with the 

services needed for life, leisure and party’ (Hoerner, 1996, p.137-138). These 

services are: Management (public or private), Promotion (tourist board) and 

Production (different service providers) - with all  working under the same name or 

brand. This enterprise may however lack financial resources, direction, and may need 

to face new challenges (Gerbeaux, Moreau, 1996). That is why they need to attract 

their clientele and to develop customers’ loyalty, and perhaps especially - to adapt to  

change. 

The resort in this view can also be presented as a structural element at the regional 

level (Wackermann, 1988) because it may be focused only on its’ own development. 

This last point depends on the resort, and a distinction should be made between 

resorts managed by private operators and those managed by local councils (Hoerner, 

1996).  

 

The view of the winter sports resort as an enterprise is becoming much more 

common. For instance, in the Rhône-Alpes region (France), a regional charter based 

on the ‘enterprise resort’ concept has been created in an attempt to answer the crisis 

of middle-high altitude resorts (Demoulin-Noirclerc, 2000). Nevertheless, the resort 

in this example is considered above all as a system, and the objective of this charter 

is to develop the mountain territory and to increase the economical activity.  

 

1.1.3. Structure of destination management 

Understanding the organisation of a resort is essential to an understanding of its’ 

development (past, present and future), and the strategies adopted by the resort. This 

statement leads us to the issue of organisational structures and is very important 

because the ‘choice of organisational design and structure is a significant element 

related to strategic success’ (Flagestad and Hope, 2001, p.451). 
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1.1.3.1. Resort stakeholders 

Knowing the various stakeholders, their roles, their relations, etc. is very constructive 

from an organisational point of view. Two types of stakeholders can be 

differentiated:  

- Internal stakeholders, who play a direct role in the decision process; 

e.g.: local tourist boards, local councils, ski schools, real estate agencies, ski 

lift operators, sport (ski) clubs, shops, unions, hotel-keeper unions, 

- External stakeholders, who are also involved in the decision process, 

but indirectly; e.g.: tour operators, travel agencies, public organisations 

including other resorts or tourist attractions, residence administrators (Bauer, 

1996). 

 

1.1.3.2. Models of resort structure 

Many examples of resort typology have been described in the literature, including a 

French enumeration of four generations of resorts. Resort structure during these 

generations depends on the historical background of the individual resort, but also 

reflects the mode of organization (Bauer, 1996). 

 

In this study, two models are outlined because of their relation to the strategic 

analysis of a winter sports destination: the community model and the corporate 

model (figure 1, p.13). Both are based on the organisational structure of the 

destination, which seems to be an essential factor in destination success (Flagestad 

and Hope,2001). These models are not limited to a certain location or type of resort 

as is the Knafou typology (Knafou, 1978). 

 

These two models reflect two extreme types of destination organisational structure. 

Most of the resorts are in reality located within the continuum between the 

community model and the corporate model. 
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Figure 1: Organisational structures; community and corporate models. 
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Source: Flagestad and Hope, 2001. 

 

In the community model, the role of the local council and local tourist board is much 

more central and developed than in the corporate model, where the ski corporations 

have the most important role. The community model is much more related to 

European resorts where the property is fragmented and where the influence of the 

local council is important. The corporate model is however, much more relevant to 

the American resort where the winter sports resort is almost exclusively managed as 

a business (Flagestad and Hope, 2001). Indeed, in the USA, the method of finance 

most often used is currently capital participation or market value. Private and 

institutional investors impose corporate models because the model guarantees 

increased profitability (Caspar and Bieger, 2002). 
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According to Flagestad (2002), the corporate model is superior in terms of 

sustainable value creation, customer satisfaction and economic results. No significant 

differences have however, been observed between the two models in terms of local 

satisfaction and environmental and cultural impacts. Additionally, the corporate 

model is not always considered the most efficient in  adapting itself to market 

evolution (Monbrison-Fouchère, 1996, Perret, 1994). 

 

1.2. Winter sports resorts: the situation in Europe and France 

Knowing the situation in a large context is fundamental for a better understanding of 

the Pyrenean case. 

 

1.2.1. Macroscopic trends in the European skiing market 

In the course of the last half of this century, winter tourism has undergone extensive 

development in highly mountainous countries and regions. Its growth, often 

exponential, has been the result of new innovations such as alpine skiing - which has 

been developed on an almost industrial scale - and as with the creation of ski resorts, 

is aimed at fulfilling the expectations of skiers. 

In terms of supply, the global skiing industry revolves around twelve countries 

whose neighbours are also extremely influential in terms of demand (Keller, 2002). 

 

1.2.1.1. The European demand 

A knowledge of European demand is fundamental to understanding the general 

context.  

 

In 1998, there were an estimated seventy million skiers world wide (Aménagement et 

Montagne, 1998b), of which fifty five million were alpine, five to six million cross-

country, and twelve million snowboarders. From this total, almost half (48% or more 

than thirty four million) come from Europe, 28% (nineteen million) from the USA 

and Canada, with some 20% (fourteen million) from Japan (figure 2, p.15). 
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Figure 2: Global origins of skiers (alpine, cross-country skiers and snowboarders) in 

1998. 
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Source: Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b. 

 

Another important consideration in ski resort management is that of stagnating 

demand, especially in traditional winter sports countries. The problem of how to 

maintain a sufficient number of skiers (or winter sports participants in general) is 

highlighted by France where the growth of skiers was 7% between 1970 and 1980, 

3% between 1980 and 1987 and only 2,5% between 1987 and 1995 (Tourism 

direction / SEATM3, 1997). 

 

The clientele in winter sports resorts can be divided into three categories: Local 

clientele, Owners of second homes, and Holiday (stay) clientele. By definition, the 

owners of second homes are very faithful to the same resort, but they are far from 

being the most profitable clientele because resort apartments are not rented 

extensively. As a result, capacity is underused causing problems for resorts with  

many second homes in proximity. 

15 

                                                 
3 SEATM: Service d’Etude et d’Aménagement Touristique de la Montagne,  national services for 
tourist development in mountain areas. 



Local clientele consume ‘à la carte’, depending on climatic conditions, access 

facilities and  price. In the resort, they buy mostly ski passes, but little more 

(Gignoux, 2000).  This market seems to be stable, even if sensible to climatic 

conditions and weather (SEATM, 1991). The ‘stay’ clientele (national and 

international) is the most interesting target for resorts, principally because they 

consume the most within the resort and are interested in the complete product 

(accommodation + ski rental + ski pass, etc.) (Gignoux, 2000).  

 

In France, the clientele of small winter sports resorts is, generally speaking, family 

based (with a majority of young people), regional, and comes from a middle-class 

background with regular visits to the resort. They enjoy the quality of the 

environment and few people on the slopes, but  skiing areas are considered too 

restricted and the urban services unsatisfying. The quality of the site, the village and 

the welcome are major points of differentiation (without mention of the common 

points: snow and skiing conditions) (SEATM, 1991).  

 

1.2.1.2. The European supply 

Europe is the biggest market for winter sports and development of mountain resorts. 

Within Europe, Austria, France and Switzerland are the most important suppliers, 

and command an eighty per cent (80%) share of the European market (Aménagement 

et Montagne, 1998b) (figure 3, p.17). 
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Figure 3: Share of the European ski  market in 1998. 
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Source: Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b. 

 

The various European countries are characterised by the number of resorts, the 

number of tourist beds, the number of nights and the medium rate filling (table 1, 

p.18). These characteristics change the profile and the specifics of each country. For 

example, France has the highest number of beds and nights but a medium rate filling 

lower than Austria and Switzerland. This observation perfectly illustrates the French 

skiing industry with many big resorts but also with problems in terms of filling 

(Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b, Gerbaux et Moreau, 1996). 
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Table 1: Characteristics of the European supply. 

 

Countries  Austria          France       Switzerland         Italy           Total 

 

Number of resorts*   550  378  480  260          1668 

Millions of beds    1,01  1,5  0,44  0,5          3,45 

Millions of nights   55  65  28  17          165 

Medium rate filling   48%  38%  55%  30%          42% 

 

 

* All sites owning ski lifts are included in this table, not only ones owning at least five 

ski lifts. 

 

Source: Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b (SEATM/CDA). 

 

Structural changes in supply are now being observed throughout the world, and in 

particular a phenomenon of resort concentration (Keller, 2002, Caspar and Bieger, 

2002, Servoin, 2001, Gignoux, 2000, etc.). This concentration is best observed in the 

United States, where, between 1983 and 1999, 226 resorts had disappeared (by 

fusion with other resorts or by closure); This figure equals 30,7% of the total supply 

in a period of fourteen years (Keller, 2002). In Europe however, this concentration 

has been selective according to the destination or country. 

 

In France, the most famous example of horizontal concentration (integration of 

activities of the same enterprise on several sites) is “La Compagnie des Alpes” 

(CDA), founded in 1989 which now manages several high altitude ski areas 

(Gignoux, 2000, Servoin, 2001). All the resorts chosen have guaranteed snow 

coverage, and are located mostly in France (La Plagne, Méribel, Tignes, etc.) but 

also in Switzerland (Verbier and Saas Fee), and in Italy (Courmayeur) (Selini, 2001). 

In France, other companies working with this strategy include: Remy Loisirs, 

Transmontagne, and the “Société des trois Vallées” (Servoin, 2001). 
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1.2.1.3. A market in crisis 

The ski market is in crisis but this does not come as a surprise (Perret, 1994, 

Dearbieux, 1994, Clary, 1993, etc.), The crisis can however, take different forms 

according to the country or to the type of resort.   

The crisis could be considered primarily as a market crisis due to external factors or 

to economic problems related to climatic conditions, stagnation, qualitative changes 

in demand, and competition (Perret, 1994, Ixe, 1990). Nevertheless, this external 

pressure is combined with an internal diminution of dynamism, as in a structural 

crisis (Perret, 1994). 

 

Economic problems of snow tourism and winter sports resorts could be seen from the 

point of view of an industrial economy which requires structure, strategy and 

performance of ski lifts - the motor of the resort4. In this approach, heavy 

investments are a necessity in order to capitalise on the resorts’ skiing areas (Keller, 

2002).  

 

Because of a high risk on return there is little appetite for private investment (Vlès, 

1996, Clary, 1993)  and as a result, investments are made most of the time by the 

local councils. This leads us to the problem of local council debt and its’ implications 

for the national government. On one hand, the national government should encourage 

investment in winter sports and snow tourism to stimulate the regional economy. On 

the other hand, subsidies should not be made because of the risk of dependence. 

Indeed, the local residents dependence on tourism and the balanced budget of public 

services should be examined before any help from the national government is 

authorised (Caspar and Bieger, 2002). 

 

                                                 
4 Ski lifts settlement are considered there also as structural equipment.  
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A high level of debt in a winter sports resort is a sign of structural problems. There 

are now too many skiing areas which are no longer adapted to the expectations of 

clients, or which are too small to be profitable. A strategy of restructuring should 

encourage structural change and accordingly, subsidies should only be given to 

companies (and local councils) with the ability to make a profit and survive. In this 

perspective, the “bad resorts” (defined as ones with high debt and insufficient 

profitability) should be closed and thus eliminated from the market (Keller, 2002). It 

is crucial to note here that according to the local development perspective, the 

economic situation of the ski lift operator showing a deficit can be justified socially 

if it represents a vital source of employment for the population (Perret, Mauz, 

Malavieille, Micheels, Messad, 1996). 

 

The difficulties encountered by the resorts are also illustrated by the ‘collapse of their 

once buoyant property markets’ (Tuppen, 2000, p.329). Indeed, the capacity of 

accommodation (especially hotels) is crucial to the economic power of the resorts, 

and the development of resorts has been influenced by the number and capacity of 

“beds”. This has allowed them to finance structural equipment (ski lifts), but has also 

generated a kind of ‘running away’ or vicious circle, because  a higher number of 

beds implied a higher number of ski lift and vice-versa (Perret, 1994, Clary, 1993, 

Herbin, 1974). The launching of new residential schemes had thus become an 

essential mechanism to justify the provision of further lift systems or to fund new 

infrastructure (Mouriquand, 1988). 

 

Furthermore, importance can be given to beds which are not located in the resorts 

themselves but in the proximity. The notion of territory here is crucial. Indeed, these 

beds can be considered as really interesting from a strategic point of view because 

this allows a repartition in the tourist activity within the territory in space and time 

(Fourcassié, 1991). 
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1.2.2. Evolution of winter sports resorts in France 

 As has been seen, France is one of the most important countries in Europe for 

skiing, with 378 alpine skiing resorts of which 215 have more than five ski lifts 

(Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b), 4487 ski lifts (STRMTG5, 2002) and a ski 

surface area of 2000 km² (Clary, 1993) - the largest in Europe.  

France can take advantage of its seven massifs: Northern Alps, Southern Alps, 

Pyrenees, Jura, Vosges, Central Massif and Corse, recognized by the law on 

“development and protection of the mountain” dating from 9th January 1985 (Vlès, 

1996). Its best assets are the size of its skiing areas, its ski lift settlements and ski lift 

performances, a good guarantee of snow cover,  and an important mix of high and 

competitive prices (Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b).  

 

In France, demand is following world trends: the departure rate of French people to 

winter sports resorts had increased during the seasons 1991/1992 and 1995/1996 

(good snow conditions), decreased during the season 1996/1997, and has been 

stagnating since this date (www.tourisme.gouv.fr, 2002). 

 

1.2.2.1. Historical background 

The historical background of French winter sports resorts can be observed thanks to 

four generations of resorts (Mouriquand, 1988, Cumin, 1974 in Perret, 1994). 

 

A limited number of resorts, developed from the 1920’s in existing villages in order 

to slow down the rural exodus and to enhance summer seasons, is considered as the 

first generation. These resorts are in general, located at an altitude between 900 and 

1300 metres (examples: Chamonix, Val d’Isère,  Peisey-Nancroix). 

 

                                                 
5 STRMTG: Service Technique des Remontées Mécaniques et des Transports Guidés, technical 
services for ski lifts and guided transports. 
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The second generation (dated around 1945) corresponds to an ideal model of winter 

sports resort, which must create important benefits for national and local councils, 

but where local populations are not included in the projects (examples: Courchevel, 

Chamrousse, Les Menuires). 

 

From the mid-1960’s, large-scale investments occurred widely – many under 

National Council direction, thus creating the third generation. This generation 

represents the resorts of the 6th ‘Plan Neige’, a large national scheme which was the 

beginning of the integrated resort. With an unique private operator, the resort would 

become a real private enterprise (examples: La Plagne, Flaine, Avoriaz) 

(Mouriquand, 1988). These resorts were at higher altitudes, using sites that had 

previously been devoid of any form of settlement (Knafou, 1978).   

 

The fourth generation, from the seventies, corresponds to a growing awareness of 

environmental and security (avalanche,…) problems - especially with the UTN (New 

Tourist Units) procedures (intervention of a specialist for every new and important 

build). The objectives are to protect agricultural activity, control local activities and 

to prioritise local economic repercussions (examples: Valmorel, Les Karellis) 

(Mouriquand, 1988). 

 

Such investments coincided with a dramatic increase in the number of French people 

taking holidays in winter sports resorts. From less than two million in the early 

1970’s, this number had risen to over 5,5 million by the season 1983-1984, 

representing an annual departure rate of 10% (Tuppen, 2000, Clary, 1993). During 

the late 1980’s, however, the situation changed and the proportion of people going 

skiing fell sharply (Tuppen, 2000). Resorts encountered many financial difficulties 

(Clary, 1993, Tuppen, 2000), leading to a search for new investors and changes in 

ownership (Tuppen, 2000). This was combined with a general real estate crisis.  
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1.2.2.2. French policy in mountain areas 

French law, created in the continuity of the auto-development movement6, confirms a 

community vision of tourist development. Indeed, the law of 9th January, 1985, 

called the ‘mountain law’ re-orients mountain development toward a local 

development policy and provides means and possibilities for local councils (and their 

representations) to control this development (Servoin, 2001, Perret, 1994). 

Nevertheless, the involvement of local councils in tourist development can be 

dangerous, especially for their economic balance. The ‘Lorit report’ (1990) had 

outlined the difficulties encountered by these local councils - especially those in 

mountain areas after three years without snow. This report affirms that tourism is 

above all an industrial and economical activity (Lorit, Aymeric, Dalmas, 1990, 

Servoin, 2001). Besides, this report have been denounced by the national association 

of mayors in mountain areas (ANEM) because the ratios used were considered as 

non-adapted to the tourist situation of the local councils incriminated. 

Local councils are thus becoming major actors within tourism and its development. 

The problem however, is that most of the time they have not the resources to directly 

or indirectly finance local tourism. For instance, the “sejourn tax” does not have the 

same importance in France as in Austria or Switzerland, where this tax is 2 to 10 

times higher (Moreau, 2000).  

 

The National Council has financially helped winter sports resorts according to their 

total investments and not on their efficiency (Perret, 1994). The integrated resort 

(second and third generation) - the model of reference closest to the corporate model, 

has been traditionally favoured over the village resort (primarily first generation) 

(Perret, 1994). This situation will no longer occur because within the context of the 

European Union, the French central and regional councils can no longer offer 

financial assistance to ski lifts in winter sports resorts for rejuvenation (Buttet, 2001). 

 

                                                 
6 The auto-development consists in a new appropriation of territories. The objective is to give to the 
local population the capacities to control their own development (Perret, 1994, p. 229). 
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National studies have been undertaken on the tourist development of medium high 

altitude resorts. The creation of tourist poles for instance should encourage this 

progress. Indeed, these resorts have tried for a long time to compete with altitude 

(and often integrated) resorts instead of trying to find a specific position and using 

their own assets (Conseil National de la Montagne, 2000). 

 

1.2.2.3. Law context in management of ski lifts in France 

The running of ski lifts is far away from being totally free in France, as will be 

explained in this part. 

 

To begin with, the French law has long considered that tourism was an activity of 

‘public service’ and as such, it was exonerated of common right7 (Servoin, 2001). 

 

Ski lifts are considered in both the law of 9 January 1985 (Article 45), and within the 

organisation of interior transport (Article 5) as a public service (apart from the 

common right). Indeed, the ‘Mountain Law’ considers that the tourist and sports 

development of mountain resorts is an act of general interest for all the community. 

Moreover, the whole ski resort is considered a public service by the State Council 

(Conseil d’Etat) (Servouin, 1987). This is an  essential factor in the problems of 

winter sports resorts development and in the understanding of current financial 

problems in these resorts. This will however, be exposed in a following section.  

 

Three issues concerning the management of sports equipment are also relevant: 

organisational authority, management structure (public or private) and private 

organism, (Sestier, 1996).  

 

                                                 
7 This affirmation is currently a problem in the European Union context (Servoin, 2001). 
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According to the law of 9 January 1985, a distinction is made between the 

organisation in charge of the arrangement and the one in charge of equipment 

management. The law 95-101 of 2 February 1995 (Articles 46 and 59) specifies that 

the ski lift services should be ‘organised by the local council of the territory in which 

they are located, or their groupings’ (Sestier, 1996, p.157). 

 

The public service can be undertaken (‘mountain law’, article 47) by intermediary of 

a direct management (‘régie directe’), a commercial and industrial public service 

(‘service public industriel et commercial’), or an enterprise which has signed a 

convention with the public authority (‘concession’ or ‘affermage’) (Sestier, 1996).  

 

On the one hand, the management can be public with:  

- a ‘direct management’, i.e. a management realised by the organisational 

authority with, the most frequent case, or without financial autonomy, or 

- a ‘commercial and industrial public service’ which has a moral obligation 

(it also has a responsibility in law) and a financial autonomy. 

 

On the other hand, the management can be private. In this case, the organisation 

should sign a convention for a set period (a maximum of thirty years), with the 

organisational authority. This is based on the principle that the local council has the 

responsibility to promote and organize, and the private individuals have the 

responsibility to create and manage the services. The local council can thus control 

the development. It could be either a ‘concession’ (the organisation has to build and 

maintain the equipment) or an ‘affermage’ (the local council reserves the charge of 

creating the equipment). In both cases, the organisation is paid by the users of the 

services. The risks of financial repayment is taken by the local council - directly in 

the ‘affermage’ case (the local council has to find enough money to finance the 

construction of the equipment) and indirectly in the ‘concession’ case (where the 

local council guarantees the organisation loans’).  
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To conclude, the choice of private organisation status with responsibility for the 

management of ski lifts could be of interest. It could be either a private society or a 

mix of both public and private (‘syndicat d’économie mixte’) (Sestier, 1996). This 

last status (considered as private even with both private and public partners) is more 

interesting for local councils (due to freedom of use compared to a public status) than 

for private companies. 

 

 

1.3. Facing challenges in the ski market for future evolution 

Strategic issues appear in snow and winter sports tourism. Exogenous factors can 

influence and limit the development of winter sports tourism, e.g. - the natural 

environment and its climatic conditions, the enterprises and their competitiveness, 

the investments (not enough capital to invest and modernize settlements), the market 

and demand stagnation, the structure of the supply (concentration process) (Keller, 

2002). 

 

1.3.1. Restructuring and revitalisation of resorts 

A process of restructuring had been observed (more marketing, larger skiing area, 

etc.) but the National Council (ministries,…) had both helped and hindered the 

process due to its’ influence in planning and development, landscape or environment 

protection’ (Keller, 2002). 

 

1.3.1.1. Skiing areas and impacts of climatic conditions 

The ski areas and related lift systems clearly represent a major attraction of resorts 

and therefore have been the ‘object of continuous improvements’ (Tuppen, 2000, 

p.334). Many operations and restructuring have been undertaken in order to improve 

the quality of ski areas and to better satisfy the customers such as interconnection 

between different ski areas, integration of smaller satellites, rejuvenation of ski lifts, 

grooming of slopes. 
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Another issue often discussed is global warming and its influence on snow cover and 

thus on the economy of winter sports resorts. Indeed, any recent winters without 

sufficient snow cover have compromised the economic balance of resorts (Martin, 

1996). Wall (1996, p.21) had also suggested ‘the effects of global warming may lead 

to a shortening of the ski season with implications for ski resorts’. This change in the 

climate had been studied extensively and several causes brought to the fore. 

 

It is impossible to say with exactitude if the snow cover will be sufficient because it 

is impossible to plan for the next ten or twenty years (Martin, 1996). The only thing 

which can be stated is that the highest resorts will meet less problems with their snow 

cover in the coming years than the others. Actually, if climate changes occur, the 

security level for snow cover would go from 1200 to 1800 metres altitude in the next 

decades (Bürki, 2002). For Martin (1996), this security level would be at least 2000 

metres high. 

 

As a result of the high risk encountered by many resorts, huge investments in 

artificial snow cover are made (about 30% of the total investments in France: all 

resorts included in 2001) (SEATM, 2001a).  

 

1.3.1.2. Diversification of activities 

Diversification of activities in winter sports resorts is a huge phenomenon and it is 

common  nowadays to see a change in activities practised. A resort should therefore 

offer different opportunities in snow activities and winter sports in order to appeal to 

families and their various needs (Croizé, 1986).  

Furthermore, ski destinations cannot afford to ignore the active non-skiers who still 

travel to the mountain during the winter. That is the reason why these ‘resorts need to 

concentrate more on après-ski activities, and not just on shopping and dining’ 

(Hudson, 2000, p.56). However, for the moment, these activities seem to be more a 

‘means of supplementing a winter income from skiing’ (Olcott, 1999) rather than 

advanced complementary products. 
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Nevertheless, in France these complementary activities were considered ten years 

ago as interesting for the small resorts but needed to be treated with caution 

depending on the size of investment requested (SEATM, 1991). In contrast, it should 

be said that resorts in future will have to choose between specialisation and 

diversification (Keller, 2002).  

 

1.3.1.3. Skiing as an event 

Is entertainment the next way to achieve success in a resort? This is what could be 

understood from the work of various authors, especially American (Hudson, 2002, 

Castle, 1998, Rowe, 1999, Best, 1997). 

 

Some believe that the successful ski resort of the future will treat skiing as a form of 

entertainment; establish more slope diversions; reposition themselves to appeal more 

to women and children; and create a mountain retirement haven for ageing baby 

boomers (Castle, 1998). 

As with the example of Vail Resort, Colorado (USA), entertainment could be applied 

to other activities in a winter sports resort, [Vail earns a lot of money from its 

secondary activities (Best, 1997)]. The owners here have built a kind of mountain 

theme park, which is also called ‘the Disneyland of the Rockies’. This trend of 

‘Disneyfication’ of winter sports is viewed as a future success factor in resorts, as, 

according to Hudson (2002) - ‘The big resorts will turn into fully-fledged winter 

theme parks, attracting more beginners and families to the slopes’ (Hudson, 2002, 

p.7).  

 

The implications of this trend for the European industry are numerous: they should 

‘counteract seasonality and dependence on uncontrollable variables; attract solid 

investment to upgrade facilities; develop real estate; invest in snow-making 

technology; co-ordinate product and marketing activities; attract young skiers and 

‘remain competitive-benchmark’ (Hudson, 2002, p.9).  
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1.3.1.4. Problems and specifics of small winter sports resorts 

Greater efforts have to be made for these type of resorts because they represent an 

important benchmark for mountain development (due to their location in fragile areas 

where tourism is almost the only way of maintaining an economic activity. 

Challenges include the rejuvenation of tourist real estate, the restructuring of ski 

domains and ski lifts, and clientele prospecting (improvement in marketing,…) 

(www.tourisme.gouv.fr, 2002). If these challenges are not specific, they are 

nonetheless even more important than for other types of resorts. 

 

1.3.2. Management in ski resorts: one of the most challenging issues 

Management is a major factor in the success of winter sports resorts. 

 

1.3.2.1. Structure of winter sports resort management 

The phenomenon of stagnation in demand influences structures of supply in regions, 

enterprises and winter sports. Stagnation also creates stronger competition which 

eliminates the weakest in  the market and thus encourages concentration. Experience 

shows that small resorts and enterprises are most in danger (Keller, 2002). The issue 

of optimal structure of resorts and enterprises is thus a fundamental question.  

 

The French tourist model is traditionally organised in a territorial way. Indeed, 

tourism is more a mode of local territory development than a mere economic activity. 

In this perspective, the local council manages the tourist welcome and the settlements 

necessary for local inhabitants. The local council control is however, becoming more 

and more oriented toward a delegation to private operators (Servoin, 2001). 

It should also be noted that, in terms of supply, the development of competition in a 

concentrated environment heightens the non integration of local actors in the long-

term decision process. In the horizontal concentration, the integration is no longer 

based on a geographical unit due to one company working on several sites. The 

French concept of the integrated resort is thus condemned (Servoin, 2001). 
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Small winter sports resorts have specifics. For the most part, the ski lifts of these 

resorts are managed by the local councils as an important means of consolidating the 

economic situation of a territory. Nevertheless, the length of the season, a weak off-

season use of ski lifts combined with a high rate of use during holiday periods, and 

the variable climatic conditions are all elements which are becoming problems in the 

management of these settlements and which need a public participation to balance 

their budget (SEATM, 1991). 

 

1.3.2.2. Examples of global management 

The efforts made in France during the past years have been remarkable (adaptation 

relative to the demand). Nevertheless, the investments necessary to reach a higher 

level of quality requested by the market are too important to be financed by public 

authority alone (Gerbeaux, Moreau, 1996). That is why winter sports resorts need to 

find new ways of organisation and by looking at European examples, solutions can 

be found. 

 

The organisation of successful local management systems has been studied in both 

the German Alps and the USA (Gerbaux, Moreau, 1996), as well as in Switzerland 

and Austria (Perret, 1994, Herbin, 1987). 

In these areas, the systems observed possess their own financial means which are 

adapted to their needs and come directly from tourism activity. They have two major 

characteristics: the development has been conducted by the local population (the 

resort thus has authentic qualities and is open and frequented all year round), and 

secondly: they have an efficient organisation of resort stakeholders with organised 

financial sources (Gerbeaux, Moreau, 1996, Perret, 1994). 

 

This organisation of stakeholders can be represented by a tourist association 

grouping all these  stakeholders involved in the process of tourist development (local 

council included).  
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In France, the actual production system of many resorts (especially the integrated 

ones) has given much power to the real estate operators in the decision process. In 

order to attract finance, this situation has led to the kind of vicious circle (‘running 

away’) (previously studied) in respect of the investments and has created more and 

more ski lifts and complementary machinery. 

In contrast, the decisional power in the United States is more in the hands of the 

landowners who have been involved in the resorts’ development from the beginning 

- and in some cases are the initiative behind the creation. In the case of ‘local 

management’ however, similarities exist between the logic of the United States and 

that of Switzerland, i.e.: quality of services is the major interest, as opposed to 

quantity of tourists, a viewpoint which was not initially the case in France 

(Gerbeaux, Moreau, 1996). 

 

The problems of financing collective investments is more or less resolved in these 

organisation systems thanks to the different tourist taxes. Indeed, the sejourn tax, as 

well as different forms of taxes on turnover of tourist operators (and of businesses 

taking advantage of tourism) exist. Theses taxes are higher than in France and are 

given directly to the tourist development association and not, as in France, given to 

the local council (Gerbeaux, Moreau, 1996, Perret, 1994). 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 

 

 

2.1. General and Specific Objectives 

2.1.1. General objective 

The general objective of this work is to present a global vision of winter snow 

tourism on the French side of the Pyrenean massif. The study will be presented 

within the context of the European ski market and will have the central aim of 

identifying possible perspectives of evolution of these resorts within the next ten 

years. Various perspectives will be discussed including the ‘market economy’ 

(considered as centred only on profitability), and the ‘local development’ (centred on 

territory development). 

 

2.1.2. Specific objectives 

In order to reach the aim, the following objectives are addressed: 

- The first objective is to take stock of the current position of winter sports 

tourism in the Pyrenean massif. This will include an identification and discussion of 

the fundamental characteristics and problems of the French Pyrenean resorts.  

- The second objective is to identify the dominant type of organisational 

structure in these resorts. With regard to the important role of ski lifts in a winter 

sports resort, the status of ski lift operators will be used as a departure point for 

understanding organisational structure in terms of management.  
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2.2. Study Limits  

2.2.1. Space and time limits 

The evolutionary perspectives of the resorts will be outlined for the next ten years. 

This work does not however claim the existence of a general model of global ski 

supply evolution, but seeks to investigate only the case of French Pyrenean winter 

sports resorts. 

 

2.2.2. Study Terminology 

- winter sports resorts are tourist sites owning at least five ski lifts, and where alpine 

or downhill skiing is the major activity (cross country skiing could be a secondary 

activity), 

- ski centres are the sites owning fewer than five ski lifts, 

- cross country ski centres or resorts are the tourist sites where cross country skiing 

is the major activity. 

 

With regard to these classifications, this study will consider only winter sports 

resorts. This choice has been made on the basis that the most important sources of 

information use this definition. By adopting this common criterion, closer analysis is 

possible.  
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2.2.3. Resorts analysed 

In consideration of the above, the resorts selected are the ones easiest to analyse 

according to the availability and reliability of data. As a result, twenty-eight winter 

sports resorts are identified and included in the study. The resorts considered are the 

following : 

- In Midi Pyrenees region, sixteen resorts of which five resorts are in the 

Ariege department (Ascou-Pailhères, Ax Les Trois Domaines, Guzet Neige, Les 

Monts d’Olmes and Mijanès), three in Haute-Garonne department (Boutx Le 

Mourtis, Peyragudes and Superbagnères), and eight resorts in Haute-Pyrenees 

department (Cauterets, Gavarnie, Hautacam, Luz-Ardiden, Piau-Engaly, Tourmalet 

(La Mongie + Barèges), Saint Lary and Val Louron), 

 - In Aquitaine region, three resorts in the Pyrenees Atlantiques department 

(La Pierre Saint Martin, Artouste and Gourette), 

 - In Languedoc-Roussillon region, nine resorts of which one in Aude 

department (Camurac) and eight in Pyrenees Orientales department (Les Angles, 

Cambre d’Aze (Eyne + St Pierre del Forçats), Font Romeu, Formiguères, Porte 

Puymorens, Puigmal, Puyvalador and Pyrénées 2000). 

 

It should also be noted that resorts are grouped together due to their common ski area 

management [Le Tourmalet (La Mongie and Barèges) and Le Cambre d’Aze (Eyne 

and Saint Pierre del Forçats)]. These resorts are studied as a single entity. 
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2.3. Methods and Sources 

The investigation is based in the first section (literature review) on the synthesis and 

analysis of secondary sources with the aim of providing the basis for an 

understanding of the overall context. In the practical part, both primary and 

secondary sources will be used. This part is based as much as possible on the 

analysis of existing statistics and previous studies and surveys, especially those of 

SEATM. This section is augmented by an in-depth interview with the manager of 

SEATM Toulouse.  

 

The position of Pyrenean winter sports resorts will be studied from various 

secondary and primary data, including the following: status of the ski lift operator, 

date of first ski lift creation, environment of the resort during its creation, ski area 

surface, accommodation capacity in the resort (with and without second homes), 

altitude, number of ski lifts, number of days opened, and turnover (average of the last 

five seasons). These indicators - or criteria, divided in categories (see Appendix A, 

p.2), will then be analysed with the software Sphinx Primo to see the statistical 

repartition and to cross the criteria scientifically. 

 

The organisational structure of resort management will be subsequently analysed, 

with focus on the juridical status of ski lift operators. Indeed, the ski area is the 

structural element of the resort supply and its’ operator is generally the most 

important factor in terms of resort economic and social profitability – the operators 

have long been considered the only possible agents of resort development, and as a 

consequence, they have a structural role which gives them leadership in the resort 

(Brillard, 1999). To see if there are common characteristics in the resorts managed by 

the same type of organisation, the different indicators (see above) will be used and 

correlation between them will be sought.  

A final part will discuss the development of Pyrenean winter sports resorts from the 

various perspectives, i.e. ‘local development’, ‘market economy’, and the best 

adapted model (community or corporate model). 
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The primary sources used were: 

- SEATM statistics and studies (official and national studies as well as more 

confidential studies), 

- STRMTG files, for some information on the ski lifts (year of ski lift creation, 

operators, technical information, etc.) 

- ‘Confédération Pyrénéenne du Tourisme’8 (or CPT) for promotional 

information folders. 

 

The largest part of the information collected has come from SEATM (tourism 

statistics, studies and surveys). In the SEATM case, it is difficult to find more valid 

data, except directly in the resorts – which often proves difficult (it is never easy to 

collect verifiable information within the resort itself due to its complex organisation 

structure). Moreover, the SEATM resort definition is very similar to the one adopted 

in this study. In the STRMTG case, the FIRM file (Informatics Ski Lifts File), 

updated  in 1999, has been used for information on ski lifts. The CPT information 

has also been used in comparison with various other information but is considered 

less reliable because it is made especially for large public promotions and not for a 

professional purpose. 

  

In addition, the analysis of secondary sources and statistics is completed by 

qualitative research. An interview with the manager of SEATM Pyrenees in 

Toulouse gives a professional opinion on the present and future situation within 

Pyrenean winter sports resorts. Indeed, qualitative research is based on the belief that 

‘people personally involved in a particular destination are best placed to analysed 

and describe it in their own words’. (Veal, 1992, p.93). An interview had thus been 

undertaken with M. Rouffet – an SEATM manager considered as having a global 

vision on the Pyrenean winter sport tourism. Indeed, SEATM provides an expert 

opinion in tourist development and has an important database on winter sports 

resorts. The interview, consisting of open and semi-open questions (Appendix B, 

p.3), was recorded and later analysed.   

 

                                                 
8 Confédération Pyrénéenne du Tourisme: organisation of promotion of Pyrenean massif tourism. 
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2.4. Critical appraisal of methods used 

This study allows the reader to have a general overview on the position of Pyrenean 

winter sports resorts and its’ possible evolution in the next ten years. Any 

conclusions or perspectives drawn should therefore be treated with caution.  

A limited timeframe and means of study are the first limitations. For example, this 

study does not take into account the opinions of managers in each winter sports 

resort - which could have been very interesting but which proved to be difficult for 

reasons given elsewhere, managers were not very forthcoming. A questionnaire 

could have been used to get information but previous negative study experience (not 

enough answers/feedback to analyse), combined with negative advice from tourism 

managers confirmed that this method would definitely not give the best results. 

Indeed, resort managers time is much in demand from students, researchers, etc. and 

most of the time, sensitivity on economic matters apart, they do not respond to 

questionnaires. Moreover, the complexity and the diversity of the resort organisation 

in itself is a major obstacle.  

 

Each type of method has its own limitations. The context in which the information is 

located is fundamental and limits the validity and the use of the information (Preece, 

1994, p.89-90). The sources (authors, theories) used are in themselves a limitation to 

the research because many other points of views and perspectives are in evidence 

(Preece, 1994). This is a major limitation in research which should be considered by 

the researcher who chooses their adoption. In this study, the situation has been 

analysed from two opposite points of view in order to draw new perspectives. 

 

The second part of the case study focuses on the crucial aspect of the juridical status 

of ski lift operators. This choice is nonetheless a limitation because, even if the ski 

lift operator is the motor of the resort, it is neither the only stakeholder nor the unique 

source of income in the resort. Moreover, this analysis does not allow an evaluation 

of the whole resort organisation.  
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Furthermore, a tourism-driven economy does not have, like other economic sectors, 

easy access to statistic information and valid and complete data (Perret, 1994, p.68). 

Indeed, some information is difficult to collect (debt of ski lift operators for example) 

and thus limits the provision of more interesting and complete data. 

 

Statistics themselves are also ambiguous, which is why it is fundamental to know 

how they have been collected and synthesised. Additionally, published results should 

not be taken at face value and should be traced as far back as possible to an 

understanding of the original information (gathering process). For example, some 

studies from the same source (SEATM) present different results depending on if they 

are official or not i.e. - ski lift operator turnover.  An explanation could be that the 

official studies are often the results of a sample extrapolation. This could lead to a 

bias in the analysis, even not dramatically changing the results in this type of study. 

 

An in-depth interview should also not be considered as a result in itself, and should 

not be extrapolated to make a general standpoint because it would provide the study 

with only the opinion and the point of view of the manager of an institution. 

 

Other routes of investigation retrieval could have been followed with more time and 

means. Indeed, it would have been interesting to analyse the opinion of the managers 

of different institutions involved in future development of the Pyrenean mountain 

resorts, or indeed, to establish the profitability of each resort in order to determine 

which resort unable to survive from its own means - without the financial help of 

local or national councils. Nevertheless, time is only one reason for its current 

omission.  
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From a positive viewpoint, this work appears relevant because very few evaluative 

studies exist on Pyrenean winter sports resorts throughout the whole dimension of 

the massif. The studies found in the field of tourism in the Pyrenees consist of case 

studies (e.g. restructuring of Cauterets), statistics on all the resorts (e.g. most of 

SEATM data), or studies on a very specific subject (e.g. leisure real estate in the 

Pyrenees). This observation also legitimises the place of this work in the field of 

winter sports development. 

 

In these conditions, the present analysis of a large territory - organisational structure 

of ski lift operators and general situation analyses - can only be a part of a more 

global understanding of the situation. Many of the findings presented here are also 

subjective (based on personal advice and determined points of view). In the face of 

opposed opinions and perspectives, the present study is therefore limited and 

presents only existing factors within a determined timeframe. 
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CHAPTER THREE: CASE STUDY 

PYRENEAN WINTER SPORTS RESORTS 

 

 

3.1. Situation of winter sports resorts in the Pyrenean massif 

Analysing the general characteristics of the Pyrenean massif and its winter sports 

resorts appears to be a fundamental departure point for a global understanding of the 

situation.  

 

3.1.1. Presentation of the massif 

The massif possesses its own characteristics, and have also an European dimension., 

and both have probably an impact on its winter sports resorts. 

 

3.1.1.1. General characteristics of the massif 

The Pyrenean massif as a whole is located between France and Spain (figure 4, 

following page). On its French side, the Pyrenean massif and its winter sports resorts 

(see location on Appendix C, p.4) are located within three regions (Midi-Pyrénées, 

Aquitaine and Languedoc-Roussillon) and six departments (Ariège, Aude, Haute 

Garonne, Hautes Pyrénées, Pyrénées Atlantiques and Pyrénées Orientales).  

In terms of surface area, the whole massif covers 17 933 km² of which 15 314 are 

classified as ‘mountain area’9. 

                                                 
9 mountain area is defined in France by the ‘decree’ of 23rd June 1961, as the territory of local councils 
(communes) which are located for at least 80% of their surface at a minimum of 600 metres higher 
than the sea level or where the differences between the highest and the lowest points of ‘farmers’ 
territory is more than 400 metres. 
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The population of the French Pyrenees was estimated in 1990 at 475 000 inhabitants 

including 331 000 within the ‘mountain area’ (Commissariat Général du Plan, 1999). 

In comparison with the Alps however, the Pyrenean valleys are less urbanized and 

less industrial - the skiing areas represent 2% of the total Pyrenean landscape against 

8% for the Alps (Clary, 1993), the skiing areas smaller, local culture is more present 

and lively and the resorts have generally a human size (Rouffet, 1999). 

 

Figure 4: Geographical location of Pyrenean massif. 

 

 
 

Source: www.pyrenees-team.com, 2002  

 

The massif is characterized by a strong geographical, economical and cultural  

isolation, small cities and urban development poles located outside the massif, a 

weak economical activity rate and an unemployment rate higher than in the other 

massifs (12,5%  against 9,9% for the others) (Commissariat Général du Plan, 1999). 
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Winter tourism - all forms of tourism included - has specific characteristics: A strong 

seasonality linked with the mountain situation, a majority of long stays - length of the 

stays longer than the national average (5,6 days against 4,2 days in France, even if 

the diminution of this length is becoming apparent), a majority of leisure stays, a 

regional clientele (South West especially, West and Mediterranean area) combined 

with an expansion in the number of a long-travel clientele, and finally 38% of 

visitors declaring a preference for rented accommodation (SOFRES-METASCOPE, 

2000). 

 

3.1.1.2. The European dimension of the massif 

The Pyrenean massif as a whole is divided within three countries: France, Spain and 

Andorra. This European dimension seems to be fundamental in the future 

development of the massif although the place of mountain areas within the European 

Union has not yet been defined. It cannot therefore be said that ‘mountain areas’ will 

be specifically recognized in the future. In terms of financial assistance mountain 

areas are not considered by the European Union, with finance aimed instead toward 

the more general classification of “rural areas”. Within the context of future 

European enlargement, there is also the possibility that new markets and new 

opportunities could appear. 

 

This European dimension also implies the existence of closed competitors. In using 

the same definition of winter sports resort as in France,10 there are five winter sports 

resorts in Andorra and sixteen in the Spanish Pyrenees (eleven in Catalan and five in 

Aragon) (ATUDEM11, 1995, Martos Fernandez, 1999). This supply, Spanish as well 

as Andorran, is very dynamic and competitive. Its management structure, which 

could be a factor explaining this competitiveness, will be developed later in this 

chapter. 

 

 

                                                 
10 i.e. a site owning at least five ski lifts and which principal activity is alpine skiing. 
11 ATUDEM: Asociacion Turistica de Estaciones de Esqui y Montaña, tourist association of ski and 
mountain resorts. 
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3.1.2. The Pyrenean skiing market 

This section is based mostly on the analysis of primary data but also on the analysis 

of secondary sources. 

 

3.1.2.1. Basic characteristics of French Pyrenean supply 

The French Pyrenean market represents a small part of the national snow tourism, 

with 28 resorts² out of a total of 215 in France (Aménagement et Montagne, 1998b, 

chapter one, p.21). This fact is also evident in a study of ski lift operator turnover 

(SEATM, 2001a), where the turnover of ski lift operators in the Pyrenean massif was 

only 8% of the national total during the four year period of 1996-2000.   

The evolution of the Alps domination (89%) seems to take place in a long-time 

period, and these results are not only due to bad climatic conditions - which can be 

considered as an excuse for many resorts (SEATM, 2001a). 

 

The analysis of the characteristics of Pyrenean winter sports resorts as detailed below 

provides the study with basic knowledge and thus allows a better understanding of 

their situation. 

 

All types of winter sports sites included (cross country and alpine skiing, sites with 

less than five ski lifts), ), the Pyrenean massif is comprised of 537 ski lifts totalling 

354 km, with 52 sites owning at least one ski lift (STRMTG, 1999). The twenty-eight 

winter sports resorts in the Pyrenees offer 258 km² of slopes (SEATM data, 2002), 

with 503 ski lifts totalling 337 km (STRMTG, 1999). Slope rate use is estimated at 

368 489 persons per hour during the winter season (estimations, Direction du 

Tourisme and SEATM, 1997). 
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The results concerning the environment adopted at the creation of resorts are not 

really significant (Appendix D, p.5). Indeed, this data is unknown for 35% of the 

resorts. The ex-nihilo resort creation12, such as Saint Lary, Puigmal or Piau-Engaly, 

does however, seem to be dominant with 42% of resorts developed in this manner. 

Many resorts have also been created ex-nihilo, but on the initiative of closed villages 

with previous traditional activities such as spas (Ax-Les Trois Domaines, or 

Superbagnères, closed to Luchon), which means that they were a little in the 

continuity of an older territory. Any resorts have been really created in the continuity 

of an older territory, such as Font-Romeu, Les Angles or Cauterets (presence of spas) 

which have been created in villages with traditional tourist frequentation.  

 

Many resorts are relatively young with nine less than thirty-two years old, and the 

majority (eighteen) between thirty and fifty (Appendix D, p.5). This could show than 

the major development had happened little later than in the Alps. As a result, 

different generations of resorts (chapter one, page X) can be identified, like the first 

one with Gourette, the third one with Peyresourde (now in Peyragudes) or the fourth 

one with Val Louron. 

 

Skiing areas are generally small (especially in comparison with other massifs) and 

not often interconnected (which seems to be often linked with the existence of many 

protected areas). The average of slopes surface of 92 hectares (ranging from 21 to 

250 hectares) and the number of ski lifts medium of 16 (overall range from 5 to 50) 

can illustrate it (Appendix E, p.6). Without including the resorts which have a 

common management of their skiing areas, only two resorts are interconnected: 

Font-Romeu and Pyrenees 2000 (since 1975). 

 

                                                 
12 Sites devoid of previous equipment. 
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The repartition of resorts turnovers is well-balanced between the three previously 

defined categories (Appendix F, p.7). Indeed, a third of all resorts (~32%) earns less 

than 0,61 millions euros, another third earns between 0,61 and 3,05 millions euros 

(~39%) and the last third earns more than 3,05 millions euros (~29%). Studying the 

proportion of investments (including investments in artificial snow), compared to the 

turnovers could be of even greater interest. The ratio obtained 

(investments/turnoversx100) is considerable (table 2). Investments represented 34% 

of the total turnover in 1998 and 24% in 1999. In 2000, this ratio increased to 62% 

(probably due to the restructuring) and decreased a little to 58% in 2001. On the 

national territory, this ratio were considered significant at ~40% (Tuppen, 2000). 

This implies that Pyrenean resorts have invested massively in their infrastructures 

during the last two years. Nonetheless, after a huge development period in the 

seventies and the eighties, a slowing down in the development of resorts and new 

infrastructures had been observed in the nineties. This could be the effects of 

considerable restructuring (see chapter one, p.26). 

 

Table 2: Comparison between investments and turnovers in the Pyrenean winter 

sports resorts between 1995 (1998 for investments) and 2001. 
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* The investments are known only from 1998 to 2001. 

 

Source: personal adaptation from SEATM data (2001). 
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Altitudes of skiing areas are modest (Appendix E, p.6). The average of the twenty-

eight resorts is 1513 metres for the lowest point, and 2162 metres for the highest. 

This could be very influential in terms of snow cover and on the investments of 

resorts in future years (see section p.54). It is also interesting to combine altitude data 

with average turnover (Appendix G, p.8). Indeed, the eight resorts earning an 

average of more than 3,05 millions euros (on four seasons from 1996 to 2001) 

possess skiing areas at more than 2000 metres of altitude which allow them a higher 

likelihood of good snow cover. On the contrary, five resorts of the nine earning less 

than 0,61 millions euros do not possess any slopes higher than 1800 metres. A 

relation between both factors can be thus supposed.  

Besides, all the resorts - except Puigmal – possess skiing area ( in more or less large 

proportion) located lower than 1800 metres - the first security level for snow cover 

guarantee as defined by Burki (2002). According to Martin (1996), 2000 metres high 

would better be considered as security level. Consequently, any resorts with ski areas 

located between 1800 metres for the lowest slope, and over 2000 metres for the 

highest slope can be considered as more or less “safe” if their. Only one resort 

answers exactly to these criteria: Puigmal, but others can be included when the 

lowest point is dropped to slightly below 1800 metres, i.e. Font Romeu, Formiguères, 

Puivalador and Pyrenees 2000. Dramatic climatic changes is not however likely to 

occur to such an extend in the next ten years.  
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In terms of capacity of accommodation, there are few ‘big’ resorts (Appendix H, 

p.9). Looking at this criterion, only six resorts could be classified as ‘important’ for 

the massif (i.e. more than 10 000 beds). The most important one - Font-Romeu - 

owns more than 30 000 beds, which is almost the capacity of Courchevel (Revil, 

2001b).  The general proportion of second homes is however considerable. Indeed, 

without including second homes, eighteen resorts own fewer than 2000 beds – i.e. 

fewer than 2000 beds which can be rented (Appendix H, p.9). This proportion can be 

substantial, but could also illustrate the prevalence of small villages i.e. villages with 

a human size. Overall, it seems difficult to imagine how large companies could be 

interested in resorts without a high beds capacity. Indeed, the capacity of 

accommodation - especially beds which can be rented - is considered essential to the 

economic power of resorts in a traditional scheme (chapter one, p.20). The economic 

power of Pyrenean resorts could be subsequently considered weak. The propensity 

towards huge investments - which had happened in the Alps for example - had been 

weaker in the Pyrenees and it is perhaps due to this situation. 

 

 

According to this study of basic characteristics, it can be affirmed that the Pyrenean 

supply do not really possesses the assets normally associated with typical French 

resorts (chapter one, p.21) - i.e. size of skiing areas, ski lifts settlements and 

performance, and good guarantee of snow cover - at least for the majority of 

Pyrenean ski resorts. As a result, it appears clearly that few Pyrenean resorts seem to 

be able to compete with the biggest Alpine resorts. 

 

3.1.3.2. The Pyrenean demand 

There is now a common consensus (managers as well as researchers and institutions) 

that the example of the Alps ski resort development cannot be followed anymore, 

principally due to the characteristics of the clientele. The Pyrenean skier is not as 

dedicated to sports as the Alpine and is more orientated toward the family, seeking 

relaxation typical accommodation. 
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According to various sources, Pyrenean winter demand can be considered from two 

aspects: 

- the distant market (stay clientele): a large national and international clientele 

not only from throughout France and Spain but also from North European countries, 

and 

- the local and regional market, composed of many day-trippers, fromthe west 

and the large South West of France (Midi-Pyrenees, Aquitaine, Poitou-Charentes,..) 

and North of Spain (from the Basque Country to Catalan region). The latter is 

currently the biggest due to the geographical and psychological distance of the 

massif from the potential clients in terms of number of spend capacity. The huge 

proportion of second homes (64% of total number of beds) in the massif is an 

essential factor in this equation.  

 

These two different markets require the adoption of specific strategies but it has been 

detected that that the local and regional market is much in demand than those further 

away (confederation Pyrénéenne du Tourisme folders) For this further market, the 

Pyrenean massif seems to have a problem of positioning in front of the concurrence 

of other European massifs (COFREMCA-SOCIOVISION, 1999). 

Additionally, the dominant role of the local and regional clientele, combined with the 

huge proportion of second homes make it difficult for many resorts to profit. Indeed, 

as has been said in chapter one (p.15), owners of second homes are very faithful to 

the same resorts but this is not the most profitable clientele and the local and regional 

clients do not spend much money in the resort, except on ski passes. 
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From the regional winter tourism viewpoint there is now stagnation in the numbers 

of French clientele and an increasing development towards the dynamic Spanish 

market. Indeed, Spanish clients represent a significant factor for regional winter 

tourism, due to their actual dynamism. The Spanish market is considered to be one of 

the biggest European developing markets, estimated at about 600 000 skiers - of 

whom 180 000 frequent French resorts, coming especially from Catalonia, Aragon, 

Navarre and Basque Country (ATUDEM, 1995). The increase of this new clientele 

has been observed in the Pyrenees as well as in the Alps during the last ten or twenty 

years. Indeed, until the eighties the Spanish clientele was not of crucial importance 

for European tourism, but from the death of Franco, the situation has been quite 

different. The Spanish clientele seems to be nowadays considered extremely 

significant for tourism, and especially for French winter sports resorts.  

 

Within the economic development of the ten last years, Spanish skiers are considered 

‘new consumers’. As a result, many of them are looking for well-known resorts and 

large skiing areas with price not the most important motivation. According to 

information gathered, it would appear that, as a whole, Pyrenean resorts do not really 

correspond to theses criteria. Actually, 30% of the Spanish skiers coming to France 

choose Northern and Southern Alps for long stays and only 13% choose the French 

Pyrenees for similar stays. Nevertheless, the Pyrenees are chosen by 57% of Spanish 

skiers for short stays or day trips, and especially by those living in Catalonia and the 

Basque country (ATUDEM, 1995). As this clientele has been developed for the past 

twenty years, it can be considered as stable and even central for the future 

development of the French side of the massif. 
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In the general context of stagnating ski market, the Spanish clientele is particularly 

interesting for the French Pyrenean resorts, especially since Spanish holiday periods 

do not correspond to those of France (this allows the resort to be filled during 

traditionally quiet periods). The first problem however, is that only 13% of Spanish 

skiers are interested in long stays - which does not allow the filling of all French 

resorts. In terms of long stays, only a few resorts would take advantage of these new 

clients. A short stay figure of 57% nonetheless represent an important potential in 

clients but it is not certain that resorts are today able to take advantage of day-

trippers and clients on short stays.  

 

3.1.2.3. Problems and challenges of the Pyrenean winter sports resorts 

The crisis is clearly evident not only in the Pyrenean winter sports resorts, but also in 

the whole ski market. Different types of difficulties, structural as well as contextual, 

have thus to be faced by the resorts. The restructuring of ski areas is thus an 

elementary and current issue. 

 

The filling of accommodation is a serious problem in the massif (Vlès, 1996, 

Hoerner, 1996). For instance, in the Pyrénées Atlantiques department, hotels work 

only two months a year, which is not sufficient to make a profitable investment. 

According to the analysis of SEATM data, more than 560 000 beds are counted both 

within the resorts and in the surrounding territory. Of this total however, only around 

170 000 are located and available within the resorts (~30%). With a figure of more 

than 360 000, second homes account for ~64% of the total accommodation supply. 

These figures mean that only 36% of the accommodation offered in the Pyrenean 

massif can be rented, i.e. - ‘too important proportion of second homes closed eleven 

months on twelve’ (Hoerner, 1996). This statement could highlight again the 

importance and the role of the local and regional clientele in Pyrenean winter market. 

Besides, for every one bed located in a ski resort, there are three on the whole 

territory of Pyrenean massif, i.e. that ~170 000 beds are located in the winter sports 

resorts on the 560 000 total. As a result, tourists are well-distributed within the 

territory (in space as well as in time), as noted by Fourcassié (1991).  
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As emphasized by the Lorit report in 1990, local councils - particularly when ski lift 

operators - are facing financial difficulties. This report (1990) showed these 

difficulties as structural problems (i.e. difficulties were not considered as due only to 

the lack of snow). The following eight resorts with financial difficulties have been 

highlighted: Saint Pierre del Forçats (currently included in Espace Cambre d’Aze), 

Camurac, Ax les Thermes (currently called Ax-Les Trois Domaines), Superbagnères, 

Barèges (currently included in Tourmalet), Luz-Ardiden, Saint Lary and Val Louron. 

It appears essential to note that all the resorts included in this list were managed at 

this time by a public organisation. For many of them, this situation has evolved since 

the publication of this report and five resorts (Superbagnères, Saint Lary, Val 

Louron, Saint Pierre del Forçats and Barèges) have either changed of ski lift operator 

(from public to private or mixed organisation) or grouped their skiing area with 

another resort. 

An additional three resorts with difficulties in the Pyrénées Atlantiques, i.e. Gourette, 

Artouste and La Pierre Saint Martin which are managed by the department are not 

included in the above list because the report studied only local councils. 

 

Furthermore, the evolution of climatic conditions is crucial for resort survival. The 

North West part of the massif is very wet and generally speaking, the French side of 

the massif is wetter than the Spanish side (Martin, 1996). The temperatures are also 

higher at the same altitude than in the Alps and resorts are, on an average, located at 

lower altitude than in the Alps. The duration of good snow cover is thus weak: from 

70 to 124 days (Martin, 1996), and corresponds more or less to the number of days 

opened by the resorts. In 2001, ~39% of the resorts were open more than 115 days, 

i.e. almost four months, and 57% were open less than 115 days (of which 18% were 

open less than 75 days, i.e. less than 2½ months). As a consequence of these factors, 

it appears difficult to achieve profit if the products offered are based almost entirely 

on skiing and if the resorts are open for such a short period. 
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A resort without snow does not exist. Investments in artificial snow are thus 

becoming crucial, especially for the Pyrenean massif where the altitude is lower than 

in the Alps - a factor considered critical according to Bürki (2002) (chapter one, 

p.27). The implications of climatic factors on investments in artificial snow are thus 

clear, and as a result, investments are becoming more and more significant (table 3, 

p.54). From the seasons 1997-98 to 2001-2002, there has been a rise of 11,77 

millions euros, but an overall drop of 1238,35%. 

 

Table 3: Evolution of investments in artificial snow, all resorts included during the 

seasons 1997-1998 to 2001-2002. 

 

Seasons 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 Total* 

Investments** 1,03 1,79 3,87 4,55 12,80 24,04 

 

* total of the five years 

**in millions euros (€), exclusive of tax 

 

Source: personal adaptation from SEATM data, 2002. 

 

The example of ski area restructuring at Cauterets’ is regarded as dynamic. Its’ ski 

lifts operator - Espace Cauterets (a public organisation) - began a five years program 

in 1997. The first part has included the building of a new ski lift, the enlargement of 

a slope and the restructuring of slopes departure area (‘grenouillère’) and of a 

beginners’ area for a budget of 2,74 millions euros (Aménagement et montagne, 

1998a). The total of the investments was of 9,38 millions euros (SEATM, 2002b). 

This work has allowed the resort to offer better quality services, modernity and 

security to its customers. 

 

It is clear that if the Pyrenean winter sports resorts want to survive, they will have 

either to invest massively in snow making equipments (as some have done) or to 

harness new ideas and redefine the use of their territory and resources in accepting 

little or no snow cover. Indeed, in traditional resort systems, filling the lodgings 

seems more important than developing new concepts and snow events.  
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3.2. Organisational structure of Pyrenean winter sports resorts 

This part is based on a amalgam of different data (case studies, official and unofficial 

studies) and on an interview with Michel Rouffet, the manager of SEATM Pyrenees 

in Toulouse. 

 

The organisational structure of resorts is scrutinized here by the analysis of juridical 

(legal) status of ski lift operators. Indeed, ski lifts have a structural role in the resort 

which give them a confirmed leadership. Understanding this structure - its evolution 

and its current situation – would allow us to better recognize the implications, and 

the functioning of Pyrenean resorts. This knowledge could then be used to draw 

outlooks for future development. To complete the picture, a comparison will be made 

with Spanish, Andorran and Alpine management structures cases.  

 

3.2.1. Evolution of ski lift organisational structures 

The historical evolution of winter sports resorts is an essential background in 

understanding their development and present situation. The historical background 

could show the adaptation capabilities of the resorts studied.  

  

3.2.1.1. Launch period (until 1970) 

The initiatives behind ski lift creation in the French Pyrenees have different and 

various origins including the following: from sports clubs (Barèges, Guzet-Neige); 

from local councils (La Pierre Saint Martin, Saint Lary, Les Angles, Font-Romeu, 

Ax-Les Trois Domaines,…); from private companies (either local or regional) 

[Gourette (local hotel-keeper), Les Monts d’Olmes (textile company), La Mongie, 

Peyresourde (public works companies), Superbagnères, Puyvalador (public works 

enterprise)]. In spite of this diversity, the dominance of local councils initiatives is 

noticeable.  
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Obviously, there is no initiative from big private companies which can be partly due 

to the lower quality of the ski areas in comparison with the Alps, or to the fact than 

before the eighties, the Spanish market did not exist (Franco’s domination). Other 

factors such as the massifs’ isolation, lack of infrastructure (airports and motorways) 

and distance from potential clients (despite the traditional ski practice and the 

existence of spas) are probably strong constraints for potential investors. At present, 

only three resorts are equipped by promoters: Peyresourde, Les Monts d’Olmes and 

Guzet-Neige. 

 

Some initial investments made by the local councils were really important. For 

example, the resort of Luz-Ardiden have been created eight kilometres from the 

nearest road. This implies huge investment for the creation of access and 

maintenance (about 0,30 millions euros each year for road snow clearance alone).  

This situation does not ameliorate the financial difficulties faced by local councils 

and show that mistakes may have been made from the beginning.  

 

3.2.1.2. Development period (1970-1999) 

This development period is characterised by a concentration of resorts with some 

adopting a common management of their ski areas, inter-connected or not. These 

groupings are attractive for the clients (larger skiing areas and higher level of quality) 

as well as for the managers (greater means, share of cost - investment, more 

competitive).  

Saint Pierre del Forçats and Eyne - now known as Le Cambre d’Aze - grouped the 

management of their inter-connected skiing areas and adopted a public organisation, 

with financial and legal autonomy (see chapter one, p.25) at the end of the nineties 

(1997-1998). Peyresourde and Les Agudes - now known as Peyragudes (since 1988) 

- firstly adopted a private management, and in the face of serious financial  

difficulties, a mixed organisation - SEMAP13 - became the operator of the resort in 

1992. 

                                                 
13 SEMAP: Société d’Economie Mixte d’Aménagement de Peyragudes, mixed economical society for 
development of Peyragudes. 
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Other resorts with separate ski areas such as those in the Pyrenees Atlantiques 

department have also chosen a common management during this period: (La Pierre 

Saint Martin, Gourette managed by public organisation EPSA14 since 1964, and 

Artouste, managed by the same EPSA since 1980). 

 

The interventions of national private groups are however, rare. The private 

Altiservice, subsidiary of the company ‘Lyonnaise des Eaux’, took control of  Saint 

Lary since 1990-91 with an ‘affermage’ contract. This contract ended in 1999, and 

has since been renewed for eight years in ‘concession’. This acceptance of 

investment risk is a positive evolution which indicates that the resort is profitable. 

The few local private initiatives have nonetheless faced difficulties and have been 

followed by the intervention of local councils - or their groupings - such as in Les 

Monts d’Olmes, Puyvalador, Guzet-Neige (in 1992). Another creation of mixed 

organisation was in evidence in Piau-Engaly and in Val Louron at the beginning of 

the nineties. 

 

3.2.2. Analysis of the current situation 

Several points are examined in the analysis of the current situation: Owners of ski lift 

settlements, Status of ski lift operator and Types of contract.  

 

3.2.2.1. Ownership of the ski lift settlements 

The owners of ski lift settlements in the Pyrenees are for the most part, public 

organisations. A total of 14 resorts are owned by local councils (50%), 12 by 

groupings of local councils (43%) and 2 by departments (7%). Nevertheless, private 

investors own sometimes few ski lifts from the total number such as in Gourette 

where some privately-owned ski lifts provide a percentage of total ski lift profit for 

these initial investors. 

 

                                                 
14 EPSA: Etablissement Public des Stations d’Altitude, public organisation of altitude resorts. 
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According to the manager of SEATM services, the fact that ski lift settlements are 

almost always the property of public organisations can be explained partly by the 

lack of  initial private initiatives and partly by the fact that ground is either publicly 

owned or the property of valley federations who refuse to sell. 

 

3.2.2.2.  Status of the ski lift operators and type of contract 

The table above synthesizes the different cases existing in ski lift management by 

combining the status of the ski lift operator and the type of contract (table 4).  

 

Table 4: Status of ski lift operator vs. types of contract in the Pyrenean winter sports 

resorts in 2002. 

 

Ski lifts operator 

status (right) 

Type of contract 

(below) 

Public Mixed Private Total 

Affermage or 

direct 

management 

17 (61%) 1 (4%) 0 18 (64%) 

Concession 6 (21%) 2 (7%) 0 8 (29%) 

Mixed 0 0 2 (7%) 2 (7%) 

Total 23 (82%) 3 (11%) 2 (7%) 28 (100%) 

 

Source: personal adaptation from SEATM data, 2002. 
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The above table shows that public management status is by far the dominant case 

(82%). It is not however, the unique status existing in the massif. Currently, 11% 

(three resorts) of the supply is managed by mixed operators and 7% (two resorts) by 

private operators. As a result, the most frequent type of contract is ‘affermage’ or 

direct management (64% or eighteen resorts), where the local councils guarantee the 

investment risk. Eight resorts (or 29%) have adopted a ‘concession’ contract, giving 

more responsibilities to the operator. The 7% of the private operators having a mixed 

contract can be explained by the complexity of their contract. In the case of Saint 

Lary, the operator - Altiservice - as two contracts: one for the old ski lifts 

(affermage) and one for the new ones (concession). In the case of Superbagnères, the 

contract is an ‘affermage’ but Altiservice repay a part of the investments (a kind of 

intermediary solution). 

 

In spite of the recent diversification in the status of ski lift managers, the public 

status is still dominant. The role of local councils is thus central, as it can be 

observed in the community model (Flagestad and Hope, 2000, chapter one, p.13).  

 

Indeed, this organisational structure is the closest of the community model, whereas 

the corporate model is obviously the closest of the corporate model, even if it cannot 

be said that they are exactly organized in the same way. The mixed organisation 

could be considered as the intermediary of both models. This complies with the 

statement by Flagestad and Hope (2000) that in reality resorts are located in the 

‘continuum between both models’. 

 

To sum up the evolution of the Pyrenean winter sports resorts: In 2002, 28 resorts 

and 25 operators exist in the massif, whereas fifteen years previous, 31 resorts and 29 

operators were found. As no closure of resorts had occured, the phenomenon of 

concentration - even if slow -  is evident.  
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3.2.3. Comparisons with management cases in the Pyrenees and Alps 

Spanish and Andorran resorts are interesting by comparison, owing to the fact they 

are working in similar conditions (geographical context, climatic conditions, 

clienteles). Moreover, a brief comparison with Spanish and Andorran resorts seems 

to be indispensable when studying the Pyrenean massif due to their importance and 

the essential role they are likely to have in the future in respect of current and future 

competition and cooperation. Besides, as the case of French Alps management have 

been for a long time a frequent point of comparison for the Pyrenean resorts, it will 

be briefly exposed and analysed. 

 

3.2.3.1. Comparison with Spanish and Andorran management 

The balance between private and public ski lift operators is quite different between 

the French Pyrenees, Spain and Andorra. Furthermore, the role of the National 

Councils seems to be less important.  

In the Spanish Pyrenees, private ski lift operators account for more than 70% of the 

total number, with almost 15% each for both public and mixed operators. In the five 

alpine ski resorts of Andorra, 60% of ski lift operators are private and 40% are 

public. 

 

In Andorra as well as in Spain, the dynamism of the winter sports resorts is 

considered as more significant than on the French side of the Pyrenees and as a result 

investment (in ski lifts and leisure settlements) made in the past years by both private 

and public sector organisations has been huge. 

In addition, the private operators are polyvalent and have adopted a vertical 

concentration. For instance, Baqueira-Beret (Spain, Cataluña) have activities in 

skiing and central booking office thus exactly following the profile of a corporate 

model. 
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3.2.3.2. Comparison with French Alps management 

Private management is much more present in the Alps than in the Pyrenees, 

especially in the large, supposedly more profitable ski areas. Contracts here are either 

in ‘concession’, or by ‘affermage’ (mainly for smaller ski areas) (Rouffet, 2002). 

Moreover, the trend of concentration of private operators is well-observed in this 

massif (chapter one, page 9). This concentration is more horizontal than vertical [e.g. 

Transmontagne (Superdévoluy, Praloup, Val Fréjus, Lioran, Chamrousse); Rémi 

Loisirs (La Bresse, Saint François Longchamp, Allos, Crest-Voland); STVI (Val 

d’Isère, Valmorel, Avoriaz); la Compagnie des Alpes (Tignes, La Plagne, Les 

Menuires, Flaine, Courmayeur, Verbier, Peisey Nancroix, Crans Montana, Saas Fée, 

Les Arcs, Les Allues)]. All of these resorts are integrated horizontally, which implies 

that they are but little integrated at a local level, profitable models due to the 

professionalism of this type of operator and the mutualisation of the costs in general 

(communication, direction, purchases, etc.) (Keller, 2002). 

 

3.2.4. Essay of typology 

The aim of this typology is to see if there are specifics to the three categories of 

resorts in relation to the status of their ski lift operator, i.e. public, mixed or private 

operator. This should allow us to see if for example the resorts managed by private 

operators are the largest and the highest in altitude. The indicators taken into account 

are the same ones used in the previous part (ski area surface, number of ski lifts, 

number of tourist beds, etc.). 

 

The private group is composed of only two resorts and the mixed one of only three 

resorts. It had been nonetheless difficult to find common factors in each group. 
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Resorts of the private category (Saint Lary and Superbagnères) have only two 

common factors which are the altitude (both of them possess slopes at more than 

2000 metres high, which is a minimum to guarantee a minimum snow cover but do 

not avoid the needs to invest in artificial snow) and the period of creation (the end of 

the fifties). In fact, these two resorts do not share the same profile at all. Saint Lary is 

one of the biggest resorts on the Pyrenean massif (largest skiing area, second resort 

in terms of number of tourist beds and in terms of turnover with more than six 

millions euros in 2001), whereas Superbagnères is a medium resort (all its’ 

characteristics fall within the resort average category). The fact that these two resorts 

are different becomes even more interesting when it is remembered that they are 

managed by same operator. The strategy of this operator is thus difficult to 

understand. 

 

Resorts of the mixed category (Peyragudes, Val Louron and Piau-Engaly) have also 

few common characteristics. They have been created ex-nihilo in the same period 

(1969-1975), and at the same altitude (~1400 metres minimum and ~2200 metres 

maximum). Val Louron is smaller than the other two in terms of ski area (surface of 

slopes  and number of ski lifts) and of turnover (less than 0,61 millions euros (ME), 

when the two other ones earn more than 3,050 ME. The case of Piau-Engaly is 

noticeable because even with a smaller skiing area than Superbagnères, this resort 

earns as much - due possibly to the fact it operates a longer period.  

 

The public category, composed of twenty-three resorts, is diverse, especially in terms 

of ski area size and capacity of resort accommodation. Their profile can be drawn by 

stating that 83% have fewer than twenty ski lifts, 78% earn fewer than 3,050 ME, 

70% have been created before 1970 and 35% are critically related to the altitude 

(fewer than 2000 metres) - 26% being even located at less than 1800 metres. 

 

To conclude, it can said that the status of ski lift operators does not allow the creation 

of a suitable typology to underline the characteristics of the Pyrenean resorts.  
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The analysis of the organisational structure of Pyrenean winter sports resorts has 

shown the clear dominance of the public organisations. Nevertheless, this dominant 

model is not the only one, and, as in the other massifs (chapter one, p.18), a 

phenomenon of concentration is observed. The evolution shows the recent 

intervention of private investors and operators [as indicated by Flagestad (2002) and 

Keller (2002)].  

 

 

3.3. Discussion on the development of Pyrenean winter sports resorts  

Several parameters - characteristics of the massif, characteristics (basic and 

organisational) of the supply and climatic conditions - would have a strong impact on 

the future of Pyrenean winter sports resorts. The organisational management 

structure and the perspectives adopted (local development and market economy) in 

the development of resorts will be discussed in this section in order to examine 

prospects for the next ten years. 

 

3.3.1. ‘Market economy’ approach vs. ‘Local development’ approach 

The different points of view implemented are closely linked to the basic 

understanding of the resort as an enterprise or as a system (chapter one p.9). The 

view assumed by the National Government is probably a significant factor in this 

debate and due to its’ planning, development and protection of natural areas 

missions, the national government has for a long time considered tourism more as a 

mode of developing local territories than a mere economic activity. The traditional 

tourist model is thus organised in a territorial way (Perret, 1994). Moreover, French 

law gives a vision of tourism development as outlined in the closed community 

model, a fact further illustrated by the mountain law which specifies that local 

council should have control of tourism development on its territory. On the contrary, 

the Lorit report in 1990 re-affirmed the vision of tourism as an economical activity. 

All considered however, French law takes precedence. 
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The ‘economical perspective’ (chapter one, p.11) emphasises primarily the viability 

and financial profitability of resorts. As a result, the solution recommended for 

Pyrenean winter sports resorts - considered here as enterprises - is to close the ones 

which are not able to make enough money to survive. With this logic, not enough 

attention is given to the broader environment: the people dependant to the resort, the 

local economy stimulated by the resort, as exposed by Perret et al (1996), the 

economic situation of ski lift operators showing a deficit can be justified socially if it 

represents a vital employment source for the population. This however is a difficult 

criterion to evaluate. Keller (2002), despite a position in favour of ‘market economy 

approach’, also underlines the need for preservation of unprofitable resorts with 

financial help from public organisations to support economic development on a 

territory (structural function). 

 

The closure of tourist resorts is more or less a taboo subject in France, and except in 

a few ‘ski centres’ (also called snow stadia) in the Alps which did not provide 

accommodation, has rarely been undertaken. As the profitability of each French 

Pyrenean resort has not been a central feature of this paper, no recommendations as 

to possible resort closure can be given. 

 

3.3.2. Tentative of synthesis of approaches: typology of possible evolutions 

A typology synthesised from both approaches (‘Market economy’ and ‘Local 

development’) is now considered. Indeed, it could be considered that a resort needs 

to satisfy both logics: the one of a local council and the one of a private enterprise, as 

illustrated by the ‘corpus station’ concept [Monbrison-Fouchère (1996)]. This 

typology thus exposes three categories of resorts corresponding to three types of 

possible evolution. The idea of creating categories fit with the existence of different 

types of clienteles (French as well as Spanish) and different types of resort with very 

different characteristics and dimensions. Names of resorts are just given as examples 

to guide thinking but a deeper analysis would be needed to confirm and complete the 

categories. 
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The first category deals with sites owning an uninteresting ski supply with few 

possibilities of finding market opportunities. If these resorts do not have social or 

economic significance for territory development – i.e. strong impact on local 

development - their operation as ski resorts might be better ceased. Closing resorts 

would probably be difficult, especially for political reasons, and in these cases, social 

restructuring should be considered for employees even if never been done before in 

tourism. 

This type of resort would be characterised by the following: Small ski area, low 

altitude location, weak turnover, public operator, no or limited number of beds and 

short season, examples include Artouste, Puigmal, Hautacam or Boutx Le Mourtis. 

 

The second category deals with intermediary sites, i.e. interesting sites without being 

really good or sites in difficulties but owing significant factors (‘stakes’ i.e. social or 

economical impacts) for territory development. For example, Guzet-Neige is an 

isolated site, and even if it is far away from being the best resort in the Pyrenees, it 

should better be conserved for the well-being of the territory. In that case, it could 

attempt to increase its cost-effectiveness (for example by decreasing the number of 

ski lift without decreasing the prices or by developing complementary products). 

For these sites, new concepts need to be found. They would perhaps find 

opportunities in the sports entertainment business, by developing snow stadia or 

snow theme parks, a little like in Vail, Colorado (Best, 1997), and positioning 

themselves more towards the local and regional clientele – day-trippers as well as 

short-trippers.  

Developing huge attraction parks like Adventure Ridge in Vail appears for the 

moment a little unlikely, in particular because the ‘Disneyfication’ of resorts is not a 

desired vision - at least not by the manager of SEATM. It would nevertheless be a 

way of surviving the current crisis and of finding new dynamism - to give to private 

sector reasons and a desire to invest. 
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Developing a network on a massif-scale can be considered if these snow stadia are 

not located too close to each other. Resorts within this category would possess 

medium ski areas (in terms of size) with a viable minimum surface of guaranteed 

snow cover, and  a small but sufficient number of beds to be rented (i.e., between 

500 and 2000, without counting second homes,). Examples of such resorts would 

include Guzet-Neige, Ax-Les Trois Domaines, or Formiguères. 

 

The third category deals with sites owning a good quality ski supply. As a result, 

they should concentrate on restructuring  and rejuvenation of ski lift settlements in 

order to offer a higher quality (efficient and comfortable equipment) to their clients. 

They should develop a national and international clientele who have specific 

expectations to be satisfied. Consideration might also be given to the development of 

a partnership with the biggest resorts in Spain and Andorra - mostly for promotion to 

national and international clienteles, as they are not currently competitors for these 

clients - as they are for regional clientele. To allow them to become competitive, 

public organisations would provide initial financial help and would encourage 

development of partnership between public and private organisations. Indeed, they 

could be temporarily in-debt due to the importance of the investments needed for 

restructuring. These resorts should be managed by private operators (or this 

possibility should be studied soon). The basic characteristics of these resorts could 

be: large ski areas at high altitude to guarantee a minimum of snow cover, private or 

mixed operator (or the planning of privatisation), and a number of beds higher than 

2000. Example could include Saint-Lary, Piau-Engaly, Font-Romeu or Pyrenees 

2000. 
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3.3.3. Corporate model vs. Community model 

As it has been observed in the study, the Pyrenean winter sports resorts are 

dominated by the public ski lift operators. Some private investors were involved at 

the resorts creation - but they gave up progressively the management to public 

organisations who took the risks of investments and the responsibility of 

management operations. Was the withdrawal of the private organisations due to bad 

management, or perhaps to insufficient benefits? The current trend is nevertheless 

towards a concentration of ski lift operators and ski areas (as in the whole skiing 

market) by private and mixed operators. The evolution - even if very slow - is 

towards the corporate model, considered by many authors as the most efficient from 

all points of view (Flagestad, 2002, Casper and Bieger, 2002, Flagestad and Hope, 

2000). 

As a result, it can be hypothesised that the community model does not have any 

future and a progressive drop in its management use will probably occur in the next 

ten years. 

 

Besides, the position of National Council is also here of great interest. Indeed, the 

current answer in the French law is to consider tourism as a tool for territory 

development - which should thus be managed and controlled by the public sector, 

underlined by the consideration of winter sports resort as a public service. On the 

contrary, tourism is also considered as a pure industrial sector - which thus need a 

private and liberal management. The domination of the economical logic as well as 

the severe debt problems of many local councils (chapter one, p.19), which for the 

reasons given are impossible to quantify, would encourage the private management 

in many cases. Nevertheless, any domains, like territory development or environment 

protection still need an intervention or an encouragement from public services. 

Many unprofitable ski lift settlements are moreover managed by local councils 

because this kind of equipment is considered structural.  
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The question of achieving balance of winter sports resorts - especially those managed 

by public operators and closed to the community model - now enters the discussion. 

Tourism is a profitable activity for many independent operators who are not involved 

in resort financing - shops, hotels, restaurants, etc. If investments are necessary to 

maintain a sufficient level of resort quality, which would be an advantage for these 

businesses, it appears logical that they participate financially in the investments. The 

same problem is apparent many resort tourist board or call centres - with the 

additional problem of a lack of direction caused by local councils trying 

unsuccessfully to take over leadership (as they often try to do in the whole resort). 

With neither any direction nor resources, how can a resort be managed? Finding 

solutions to resolve these fundamental problems is maybe a beginning for re-

inventing the concept of the resort or its’ evolution. The German Alps could provide 

an appealing example to start looking for solutions and adaptations etc (Gerbaux and 

Moreau, 1996, Herbin, 1984). 

 

For the future survival of French Pyrenean resorts experiencing difficulties, 

consideration should be given to both the corporate model  (Flagestad and Hope, 

2000), and the ‘local governance’ model (Gerbaux and Moreau, 1996). 

Pyrenean resorts could plan the future as mixed enterprises: 

- By attracting new investors (private and exteriors) - only possible if the 

profitability of activities is established (corporate model), or 

- By modifying the structure of the resort internal management - a more 

integrated management, a better organisation of financial resources, share of 

investments, and running of the organisation (promotion, commercialisation, etc.) 

(local governance). 

As efficient as the corporate model is, resorts which could be of potential interest but 

do not attract any private investor could also be considered for operation under the 

‘local governance’ strategy. 
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Different types of resorts have been considered to provide Pyrenean massif with a 

reasonable development of its winter sports resorts (profitable or useful for territory 

development) in the next ten years. Moreover, two opportunities of organisational 

structure, in terms of management, have been exposed. 

 

Moreover, it is necessary to note that it appears uncertain that winter sports resorts 

evolve during the last ten years exactly as planned with the three categories 

previously defined. This nevertheless should be the most viable solution for many 

resorts and would surely occur in the future. What appears clearly is that the situation 

would slowly evolve toward corporate models and that private and mixed 

organisations would progressively take the place of public organisations. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

Pyrenean winter sports resorts are thus facing different problems and difficulties and 

are undergoing the crisis faced during the last ten years by the whole ski market.  

Restructuring of skiing areas, investments in artificial snow technology, choice of 

positioning (clientele, diversification, etc.), and European dimension of the massif 

are challenges and opportunities of capital significance for the future development of 

Pyrenean winter sports resorts. Resorts which would take advantage of opportunities 

and would adapt flexibly to the changes (contextual, e.g. climatic conditions, and 

structural, e.g. concentration of operators) would have chances to survive. 

 

Different types of resorts have been emphasized in this study. Indeed, it appears 

obvious that all the resorts are not able to grow and to develop themselves at the 

same scale, or even to survive. Pyrenean supply is composed of resorts of a large 

diversity in terms of size of skiing areas, turnover or capacity of accommodation. 

 

Furthermore, the opposite approaches developed (‘local development’ and ‘market 

economy’ perspectives) do not give any definitive answer. Combined, both of them 

have appeared motivators and has allowed the identification of three categories of 

resorts, corresponding to three possible evolutions. These evolutions have 

nevertheless to be taken more as guidelines or recommendations than as a real plan 

for the future. Indeed, winter sports resorts would not probably evolve during the last 

ten years exactly like the three categories defined.  

 

The choice of organisational structure has been considered in this study as a 

fundamental factor for achieving success for a resort. Findings show that there is not 

a unique model in the Pyrenees for ski lifts operators, neither in the whole massif or 

in the French side. 
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In the French resorts, the dominant model of organisational structure is the one 

closest to the community model, i.e. resorts dominated by public ski lift operators. 

This public management system seems nevertheless to have shown that it has limits.   

The most credible forecast for management structure for the next ten years is that the 

situation would slowly evolve toward corporate models, i.e. private and mixed 

organisations would take the place of public organisations in ski lift management. 

Besides, the grounds of public money to systems unable to be profitable or which are 

not essential for the survival of a community or of a territory economy are unlikely to 

be tolerated. Two organisational systems have been thus recommended for 

management of Pyrenean resorts: the local governance and the corporate model. 

 

In addition, in the future, answering the question of the role of tourism within the 

economy appeared fundamental. Indeed, it has been shown that tourism was 

considered both as a tool for developing local territories and as a mere economic 

activity. The role of the National Council in this debate appears obviously central. It 

would be better to clarify the situation and be clearer on that point in order to make 

the choice of organisational structure easier for tourist sites, and especially in the 

case of winter sports resorts. 

 

However, even if categories have been underlined, each case remains specific and 

will have to find its own positioning and way for its future development. Further 

research would thus concern specific studies on each resort. Besides, in order to 

answer better the question of the future of winter sports resorts in Pyrenean massif, 

further research would work on the profitability of each resort to complete and 

analyse the situation more deeply. Categorization of resorts could thus be achieved. 

Thus would enable the identification of the models appropriate to each resort 

whether or not it has viability in the future or either economic or social grounds.  
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